PAGE 02 RUCIFRD6237 UNCLASS
INFO RUEHTV/USDAO TEL AVIV IS //PASS TO MFO//
RUEHC/SEC STATE WASH DC //NEA/MFD//
RUEDPNA/CARDISC PHILA PA //OEB-JU//
RUFLAFA/CGSMG-MAG MADRID SP //ARMY/NAVY SEC//
RUEHBT/CGSMG BANGKOK TH
RAYAAC/NSA MELBOURNE AU //OPHEL-AF//
RAYWPP/DEFAIR CANBERRA AU //SOAIR ENG//
RUEVDFL/USDA FOREST SERVICE PO BOX 2417 WASH DC
//COOPERATIVE FIRE PROTECTION//
ACCT DA-68CVD
BT

UNCLASS
AIGS 9004 AND 7515 TAKE AS INFO
SUBJ: UE-1 SANDO INFORMATION CONCERNING UE-1 CAH/M/V AND
EH-1H/X TURNBUCKLES, NEN 5340-00-865-7927
A. AVSCOM AMSAV-M 2819002 DEC 84 (X) SUBJ ONE-TIME SAFETY-OF-
IGHT INSPECTION OF ALL UE-1H/V AND EH-1H/X AIRCRAFT, ALL SERIAL
NUMBERS (UE-1-84-12) (TB 1522-20-242-2012)
B. AVSCOM AMSAV-M 0113302 MAR 85 (U) SUBJ SAFETY-OF-FLIGHT,
TECHNICAL MESSAGE SUPPLEMENTING MESSAGE A ABOVE FOR THE MAGNETIC
PARTICLE INSPECTION OF UH-1 TURNBUCKLES, NSN 5340-00-865-7927 (UH-1-85-02)

1. PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS TO ADVISE CUSTOMERS THAT CCAD WILL NO LONGER ACCEPT TURNBUCKLES FOR INSPECTION.

2. REFERENCE B ABOVE, PARAGRAPHS 4-8 PROVIDED INSTRUCTIONS ON CCAD INSPECTION ASSISTANCE FOR TURNBUCKLES, NSN 5340-00-865-7927. STOCK ON THIS ITEM IS CURRENTLY SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT FIELD DEMANDS, THEREFORE CCAD INSPECTION SUPPORT HAS BEEN CANCELLED. TURNBUCKLES SENT TO CCAD FOR INSPECTION WILL NOT BE RETURNED.

3. POC FOR THIS ACTION IS MR. BOB KERSTEN OR MR. CHUCK HOLTGREVEN, AMSAY-LU, AUTOVON 693-1248 OR COMMERCIAL (314) 263-1248.

4. AVSCOM - PROVIDING LEADERS THE DECISIVE EDGE.
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